Case No. 19RZ026

Legal Description:

a portion of the NE1/4SE1/4, Section 32, T2N, R8E, BHM, Rapid City, Pennington County, South Dakota, more fully described as follows: Commencing at the Northwest corner of the NE1/4SE1/4, Section 32, T2N, R8E, BHM, Rapid City, Pennington County, South Dakota; Thence (1) South 2°06'13" West, 351.19 feet to a point of non-tangency to the point of beginning; Thence (2) South 14°51'37" East, 431.44 feet to a point of non-tangency; Thence (3) South 75°08'05" West, 131.61 feet to a point of non-tangency; Thence (4) North 2°06'13" East, 451.07 feet to the point of beginning